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Introduction
In 1960-61, Constantinescu-Cornea [3] and Doob [6] investigated the
Martin compactification of open Riemann surfaces and obtained the theorem
of Riesz type on the boundary behaviour of analytic maps. Constantinescu-
Cornea extended that theorem in an axiomatic system, where they considered a
harmonic map of a harmonic space satisfying the axioms of Brelot, together with
a resolutive compactification of the space1}. In the case of the Martin space,
it seems that the effort to obtain a result concerning fine filters by using their
argument would meet inevitable difficulties. One of the reasons is as follows.
They considered the trace filters consisting of neighbourhoods of boundary
points. A fine filter of the Martin space is not a trace filter. In order to connect
fine filters with trace filters, we have to consider a larger compactification, e.g.,
the Wiener's one. In the Wiener compactification, however, we know a case
where any Wiener boundary point which lies over a Martin boundary point
and possesses neighbourhoods, whose traces intersect every fine neighbourhood
of the underlying Martin boundary point is not contained in the harmonic
boundary.
The purpose of this paper is to get rid of this obstacle. We shall consider
a compactification of a harmonic space X and filters 3X converging to boundary
points x. For a harmonic map <p of X into another harmonic space X', we
define the cluster set
where the closure is taken in an arbitrary compactification X'* of X'. Our
main theorem asserts that under some additional conditions, if the set g>*(x)
falls in a polar set of Xf* for every point x of a boundary set Ay then there
exists a positive superharmonic function ^ o n l such that
1) Cf. [5], Theorem 4. 10, p. 43.
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lims = +°° for every
From this theorem, we may derive some theorems of Riesz type including an
extension due to Constantinescu-Cornea and Doob.
In §1, we list up the hypothesis for harmonic spaces and the notations
which will be used in this paper. § 2 is devoted to the main theorem and its
proof. Applications of our main theorem yield theorems of Riesz type sharper
than those of Constantinescu-Cornea [5], which are stated in § 3. An extension
of the theorem of Constantinescu-Cornea and Doob concerning the Martin
compactification and fine filters can be derived from our main theorem as well.
To see this, we define first the Martin compactification of a harmonic space.
The Martin space may be constructed in various manners50. Here we shall
define it along M. Brelot [2] as we do not need Martin kernels in the following.
The definition of the Martin space and some results are stated in § 4. In the
last section, we shall give a theorem of Riesz type concerning fine filters, which
gives another proof of the theorem due to Constantinescu-Cornea and Doob in
the case of open Riemann surfaces.
1. Preliminaries and notations
Let X be a harmonic space in the sense of Brelot, i.e., X is a locally compact
connected Hausdorff space satisfying the axioms 1,2 and 3 of Brelot [1]. In the
sequel, we shall always assume the following:
1) X is non-compact,
2) X has a countable base for open sets,
3) Z G ^ , i.e., there exists a positive potential on X,
4) l^(W(X)y i.e., the constant functions are Wiener functions [5].
Let Xr be a second harmonic space in the sense of Brelot, which may be
compact. The assumptions for X' are
1') Xr has a countable base for open sets,
2') X'^.S\]Si^ i.e., there exists a positive superharmonic function
onX',
3') when X'^M—9>, i.e., X' has no positive potentials, there exists
a non-polar subset E' of Xr each point of which is polar.
Let <p be a non-constant harmonic map [5] of X into X\ In an arbitrary
compactification X'* of Xf we consider a polar set A'.
We denote by X* a compactification of X and A = X*—X. For each
point x^AaA, let 3X be a filter on X converging to x. We define
2) Cf. [2] and [10].
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a>*(x)= PI
where the closure is taken in X'*.
Let Y be a subset of Xy s be a positive superharmonic function on Y and
E be a subset of Y. We define
(Rf)y = inf {v; positive superharmonic on Y dominating s on E}
and
(Rf )Y = the lower semi-continuous regularization of (Rf ) Y ,
i.e., (Rf)F(#)=lim inf (Rf)Y(y). When Y=X, we write simply Rf instead of
2. The main theorem
2.1.
Theorem 1. Le£ X ' Atfz;e no positive potentials and A' be a polar set in an
arbitrary compactification Xr* of X'.
Hypothesis: 1) there exists a relatively compact domain U of X' such that
2) there exist a point zQ' of a set E' {described in 3') of § 1),
a non-polar compact set F'dD'', a positive superharmonic
function v on X and a positive number a satisfying
a) U' f]Fr is non-polar for every neighbourhood Ur of z0'',
b) v is continuous in a neighbourhood of <p~1(Ff),
c) for each x^A there exists VX^3X such that inf v>a,
vx
d) R%~hF'> is a potential,
3) 0>*(a)CA' for every x<=A.
Conclusion: there exists a positive superharmonic function s on X such that
lim s = + oo for every x^A.
To prove the theorem we shall prepare some lemmas.
Lemma 1
Under the hypothesis of Theorem 1, we have a decreasing sequence of compact
non-polar sets {Fn'} such that F/dF' and
where y0 is a point of X — cp~l( {#/}).
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Proof. It is known that <p~\{zo}) is polar3). Let X=X — g^1({z0/)) and
let {Xk} be an exhaustion of X, i.e., Xk are relatively compact, XkdXk+1 and
\jXk=X. By the hypothesis 2), a) of Theorem 1, we may take a sequence of
regular neighbourhoods {DJ} of zj such that
/ D/ = D',
k F' fl ZV = FJ' is compact and non-polar.
We can find a sequence of integers {v(k)} so that
In fact, if we have <p(Xko) nZV4=<£ for some &0 and for all v, then we would
have by (2.1)
which would imply
i.e.,
which is absurd.
Next, we shall show that the restriction q of R£~1(2?rO to X is a potential on
X To see this, let u be the greatest harmonic minorant of q on X. The u is
bounded on K C\X> where K is a compact set of X. Since ^"XW}) is polar,
u has a harmonic extension on X The extension is the greatest harmonic
minorant of a potential R£ ~1CF0. Thus z/ = 0.
Finally, since R ^ ' 1 ^ " ^ is bounded and harmonic on Xky we have
i\t> V(- J — r i A - i /7 o n -A^•
u
From the evident facts
and
3) Cf. [5], Theorem 3.2, p. 21.
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lim Hf * = 0
it follows that there exists an increasing sequence {v(kn)} such that
R y ' W ^ . ^ X l / 4 " (if=l, 2, •••).
Thus, {Fn'} with FH'=FJ'ckM> is the desired one, q.e.d.
Lemma 2.
Under the hypothesis of Theorem I, we have a decreasing sequence of closed
sets {Qn} such that
1(Fn'), where Fn' is the set constructed in Lemma 1,
pn = ftj?» is continuous,(2.2)
Proof. Since v is continuous in a neighbourhood of cp 1(Fn/), we have
R5T CF*\y^ = inf {R"(j0); co is open and coD^"1^/)}43.
Thus, by Lemma 1, we have a decreasing sequence {Gn} of open sets satisfying
(2.3) j ££££'
We may assume that v is continuous in Gv Let {Xk} be an exhaustion of X.
We shall fix n and put
( If —1/77 / \ r>v vj V , : : I = CD \JT i* ) \ ^\.n
and
co1 = X3f]Gny
(2.5) _
f o r & > 3 .
Obviously, Kk are compact, cok are open, cokZ)Kk (k=l, 2, •••) and
In a sufficiently small neighbourhood Vy of each point y of ^ , there exists a
compact set Uy containing y in its interior and each boundary point of Uy is
4) Cf. [1], Theorem 23, p. 122.
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regular with respect to the Dirichlet problem on Vy— Uy5\ A finite union Wk
of these Uy covers Kk. Qn= U Wk is closed. From cp^iFJ)dQncGn we have
* i
We may construct successively Q^Q^Q^Zi-" . It is easily seen
» inXk-QH,
where
v on XkndQH,
1
 R?» on dXkn(X-Qn).
Since each boundary point of QH is regular with respect to the Dirichlet
problem65 on Xk—Qn,
lim R«»(^)= Hm Hf"~H^) =fiy) = *>(y)
z-*y z-+y
*<EX~Qn ZELXk-Qn
at eachy^dQn.
This means that pn=R®«=RQ» andpn is continuous, q.e.d..
2.2.
Now, we shall proceed to the proof of our main theorem. We shall fix a
point % and assume (p(y^G=LA'\}F' and v(yo)=l. Let {vn'} be a sequence of
positive superharmonic functions such that
vn' is defined on X'—Fn',
(2.6) j Yimvn\yf) = +oo for every x'<^Af,
and let
and
where J^/ is the closed set in Lemma 1 and pn is the function in Lemma 2.
We have
Sincepn>pn+ly it is readily seen
5) Cf. [9]. Lemma 7.1, p. 439.
6) Cf. [1], Theorem 22, p. 118.
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V?*Z)V?+1> (f=0, 1).
We define
( v on rpnx,
s
"
=j R^+C::Lw«..)-n- on x- F -
In the following it will be shown that
fulfills the requirement of Theorem 1.
(1) v>^+(K;:^^-^ on X-
In fact, (Il2)-v>pn on X— V?' implies ^-(l/4)^>/)J(3/4) on X- V?\ From
i>M/(3/4)> Rfon) on X we deduce v-{\jA)v>M^ on X-V?\ that is, ©-ftfo"5
^ ( l ^ ^ ^ m i n ^ / o ^ , (1/4)^ ) on X— Fi^. Since ^—R^on) Js non-negative and
superharmonic on X—V^\ we have
(2) sn is lower semi-continuous.
The only point in question is the boundary of F£w). Let ye9Fon), co1 be a
regular neighbourhood of y and co^^—V^. The function
v on 9 F Q fl Wj
Rfow) on 9©! n (X—FSn))
is resolutive for co with respect to the Dirichlet problem. Clearly we have
is.!,0 ^ .HL/ == JL±f i n co.
Since y is a regular boundary point with respect to the Dirichlet problem,
lim inf H/(#) >lim inff(z)>v(y).
*->y z-+y
Thus, we have
which means
lim inf BZon\x)>v(y),
lim inf sn(x)>sn(y)
*+y
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From (1) and (2) we know that sn is superharmonic on X.
(3) s(yo)< +co.
From^(j0)<l/4"<l/2=(l/2).<j0) we seey&V?. Hence,
and
Finally, we shall show
(4) limg- s=-|-oo for every
Let B= fl (A fl "Piw)) and /? be an arbitrary positive number. First, we consider
the case: x^A—B. Then, there exists an integer m so that
(2.7) XELA-VF'
(and X^LA— V[l} for all l>m). Let N be a positive integer so large that
AT>(4/a)-/5. From the hypothesis of the theorem, there exists VX^EFX such
that
(2.8) v>a on Vs.
We can find UX^EFX so that
(2.9) < o ^ > a / 4 on t/, for «=1 , 2, •••,
In fact, since by (2.6)
lim vj(yf) = + ° ° for every
there exists a neighbourhood P7 of ^ 47 such that
vl>a\\ onFnrfor»=l, 2, -yN+m.
On the other hand, 9?*(x)Cyl/ implies the existence of Ux^3?x satisfying
<p(Ux)<zP'.
From (2.7), we have a neighbourhood J^ of x such that
w n F r = >^
and naturally
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{l) = cj> for
Therefore we have
sn>m.m(vn/o(py (1/4)^) on Wior n>m.
Consequently, in view of (2.8) and (2.9) it follows
sn>a/4 on Vxf] Uxf] Wfor n=m+\y .~,
If we take WX^3X so that WxdVxf]Uxn W, then
s>(al4)N>@ on Wx.
Next, let x^B, then there exist Vx and Ux in 3ix such that
v>a on Vx(2.10)
v
 ' ' < > / 4 on Ux for n = l , 2, ••-, 2N.
If we prove
(2.11) s>/3 on any WX(=(3X such that W^cF,,n Ux ,
the proof will be completed.
To prove (2.11), we consider first j(E Wx- V[*\ Since y<= Wx- V{1) for
By virtue of (2.10) we have
^ ) > a / 4 forn
then, we conclude
s(y)>{3 onWx-V[*\
If 3/G P^ n V^\ then 3;^ W^  fl Fiw) for all w<iV, which implies
^ ( J ; ) > ( 1 / 2 ) . ^ ) > ( 1 / 2 ^ for 11=1, 2, . - , AT,
Thus, we have
s(y) >j3 onWxf] V{N\ q.e.d..
3. Consequences
In this section, we shall give some theorems of Riesz type as an applica-
tion of our main theorem.
Theorem 2.
Let <p be a non-constant Fatou map1^ from X into X1 and A' be a polar set
7) Cf.[5],p.52.
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in an arbitrary compactification X'* of X\ In case Xf^Si—S, we assume
further that there exists an open set Ef each point of which is polar. In a com-
pactification X* of X, let Abe a boundary set satisfying
<p*(x)= n <p(UnX)<zA' for every x(= A,
U<U
where HJx is a base of neighbourhoods of xinX* and the closure is taken in Xf*
Then, the set A is polar.
Proof. If P G ^ the proof is easily carried out. We shall be concerned
with the case X'<=3l—3?. Let zf<=Er—A\ and {DJ} be abase of neigh-
bourhoods of z'.
Putting
we have
Therefore, in order to prove the theorem it is enough to show that An is polar.
Thus, we may assume A' nZ>/=$ (the hypothesis 1) of Theorem 1). Let u0'
be positive and harmonic in D/ and pQ' be a finite continuous positive super-
harmonic function in D/ not harmonic in a regular neighbourhood D2 of z'
(D/aD/). Put
where K' is a compact neighbourhood of zf contained in D29 and set
f 0 on X'—D2',
f = \ (p/—HDp*l)lu0' o n D / .
The / ' is finite continuous and non-constant on X. Further we see that / '
is a Wiener function on X /8). Since cp is a Fatou map f'°<p is a Wiener
function on X. From a theorem of Constantinescu-Cornea9), except for a
countable set of constants 7
is a potential, where
F1'={
We note that Fy' is non-polar and compact, and for each point y' of Fy' the
8) Cf.[5],P . 16
9) Cf. [5], Theorem 2.6, p. 14,
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intersection of every neighbourhood of y' with Fy' is non-polar. We may take
z' so that z'<=Fy'
Let V be an intersection of a neighbourhood of A with X satisfying
The reduced function
is continuous in a neighbourhood of cp~1{F^) and ^=1 on F. We assert that
Rj-kV) is a potential. In fact, since, by hypothesis, \^<W{X) (see §1, 4)),
we have
where q is a Wiener potential1*0, therefore
\q\<p
for some potential p. Form
we infer
and
(3.1) R
The assertion follows from the fact that the last two terms of (3.1) are potentials.
Thus, the hypothesis of Theorem 1 is satisfied by
Z)/, A\ z\ Fy'9 v and a = 1.
The filter 3ix converging to x is the filter of the intersections of neighbourhoods
of x with X. Hence, A is polar, q.e.d. .
Theorem 3.
Let <p be a non-constant harmonic map from X into X' and A' be a polar set
in an arbitrary compactification Xf* of X'. In a resolutive compactification X*
of X, let A be a boundary set satisfying
(p*(x)= n 9 > ( [ / n Z ) c ^ / for every
where HJ* is a base of neighbourhoods of x in X* and the closure is taken in X'*.
Then, A is polar from inside, that is, every compact subset of A is polar.
10) Cf. [5], p. 16.
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Proof. We shall consider only the case of X'^Jl—£P. Indeed, when
X 'e iP , the map cp is a Fatou map and Theorem 3 is reduced to Theorem 2.
Let B be an arbitrary compact subset of A, and let zJ^E'—A', where E' is a
non-polar set each point of which is polar. We can find a neighbourhood V of
B in X* and a relatively compact domain D' containing z0' such that
(3.2)
In fact, since #/$£>*(#) for each x^B> there exist an open neighbourhood £/'
of 9>*(#) and an open neighbourhood UJ{ZQ) of z0' such that
For some open neighbourhood Wx of x in X*, we have
We may take a neighbourhood F* of # in X* so that
By the compactness of JB, a finite set of such Vx covers B, i.e.,
It is easily seen that
u
1 = 1
and the set V defined above satisfy (3.2).
From (3.2), we know
min(Rr, ftr
is a potential11^.
Let F' be a compact neighbourhood of zof contained in D'. The funciton
^=RX is continuous in a neighbourhood of <p~\Fr). We shall show that
Rr l c F / ) is a potential. For, as (3.1),
where p0 is a potential. On the other hand,
Therefore,
11) Cf. [5], Theorem 4.6, p. 37.
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The hypothesis of Theorem 1 is satisfied by
D\ U <£>*(#), z0', F', v and a = 1 .
Thus, B is polar, q.e.d. .
4. The Martin compactification and the Dirichlet problem
4.1. The definition of the Martin space in an axiomatic system was indicated
briefly in [2]. For the sake of completeness, we shall define the Martin space.
We list up the hypothesis for the harmonic space X we shall consider here:
Axioms 1, 2 and 3 of Brelot.
X is non-compact and has a countable basis of open sets,
Proportionality axiom, i.e., potentials with one point support
{y} are all proportional, for every y^X.
\ Existence of a completely determining domain So.
Let 5 + be the set of all non-negative superharmonic functions and E be the
set of all potentials with one point support. By Herv6 [9], we know that under
Hervd's topology the positive cone S+ is metrizable and has a compact base
A, and Ef]A is homeomorphic to X.
 #
The Martin space X* is defined to be the closure of E (~)A in A. Extreme
points of A are contained in X*. Every s^S+ can be expressed by a regular
Borel measure y o n l * (Choquet-Herv£):
Clearly X* is a compactification of X, i.e., X* is a compact space containing
X as a dense open set. A = X*—X is called the Martin boundary of X and
the set of extreme points of the set of all positive harmonic functions u with
u(yo)=l is denoted by A r A1 is a Gs-set. A harmonic function u can be
expressed uniquely by a regular Borel measure //, onA^
u(y) = \ w{y)dfi{w).
li is called the canonical measure of u. The point of Ax is a positive minimal150.
12) Cf. [11].
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harmonic function w on X with w(yo)=l. For the sake of convenience, the
point of A are indicated by the letter x, whereas they are harmonic functions
in A. We use also the letter wx to emphasize the fact that a point ^ G A i s a
harmonic function on X. Thus, the kernels k(x, y) = wx{y) are defined for
(x, y) e A X X and they correspond to the original Martin kernels12). The
construction of Martin spaces in an axiomatic setting by means of Martin
kernels is given in [10], but we shall not use kernels in this paper.
4.2. Here we discuss the Dirichlet problem with respect to the Martin
compactification.
Theorem 4. The Martin compactification is resolutive.
Proof. In order to prove the theorem, it is sufficient to show that every con-
tinuous function/on X* is harmonizable150. We may suppose 0 < / < l . Put
f A{ =
I G , =
(i=0, 1, - , » )
By the hypothesis l^(W{X), u=hf is positive and harmonic. The canonical
measure of u is denoted by /xM:
u(y)= ^wx(y)dfiu(x).
Set
x) H,l,.-,«).
Ai
It is readily seen that R^ is a potential for every x^A., therefore the regulariza-
tion of
is a potential.
From
(3i-2)l3n-[ui-R?j]<fui<(3i+2)l3n-ui+R?ii on X
we derive
2 (3i-2)l3n^[ui-Rtj
,•=0 1=0 1=0 1=0
We have l=u-\-q> where q is a Wiener potential, thus \q\<p for some
potential p.
13) Cf. [5], Theorem 4.4, p.35.
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From
it is derived
(4 2)
that is, hf,=O. Inequalities
imply
hf-hf<hf, -hj.<2 (4/3w)M,. = (4/3»)-M .
i=»0
Since w is arbitrary, we know that / is harmonizable, q.e.d..
Corollary. For any continuous function f on X*> f and / h f are harmoni-
zable and
Theorem 5. For any continuous function f on X*, we have
where w=hf and 3)fiU is the u-Dirichlet solution for the boundary function f with
respect to the Martin compactification1*-*.
This is a straightforward consequence from the construction of upper and
lower solutions of the relative Dirichlet problem. We omit the proof.
By Theorem 4, there exists a harmonic measure coy such that
for every continuous function/ on X*, where Hf is the Dirichlet solution for
the boundary function/ with respect to X*.
Combining this with the results of Gowrisankaran15), we know that for any
continuous function / on A
y(x)dcoy(x) = y(x)wx(y)dfiu(x) ,
that is,
14) Cf. [7], p. 349.
15) Cf. [8], Theorem 6, p. 464 and Theorem 7, p. 465,
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dcoy(x) = wx(y)dfjiu(x) .
This implies that coy and JJLU are mutually absolutely continuous for each
For, since wx(y0)=l for every x^Aly we can find a constant C > 0 so that
\jC <wx(y)=wx(y)lwx(y^<C for all x^Av The measure theoretic properties
of boundary sets (for example, the nullity of the exceptional sets) are therefore
unaltered for fzu and coy. In view of this fact, we shall denote a harmonic meas-
ure by co without suffix.
Theorem 6. (i) u= hf has a fine limit 1 dco-almost everywhere on A.
(ii) any positive superharmonic function v has finite fine limit dco-almost
everywhere on A.
Proof, (i) is an immediate consequence of
(4.3) l-p
and the fact that pju has a fine limit zero rf//,M-almost everywhere on A16). (4.3)
is derived from
1 = u-\-qy where \q\ <p for some potential^).
(ii) follows from (i) by a theorem of Gowrisankaran17:> and
v = (vlu)*u .
5. The theorem concerning fine filters
In this section, let X* be the Martin compactification of X. We shall
be concerned with the theorem of Riesz type with respect to fine filters.
Theorem 7. Let <p be a non-constant harmonic map from X into X', and
A' be a polar set in an arbitrary compactification X'* of X'. In the Martin
compactification X* of X, to each point x of a boundary set A we assign a filter
EFX consisting of all sets EdX such that X —E is thin at x18). If we have
cp*(x) = n <p(E) C A' for every x e A ,
EtESFx
then A is of harmonic measure zero, and consequently a polar set.
Proof. We may of course assume A C Av Let fiu be the canonical
measure of w=hf:
u(y)= 1 wx(y)dfiu(x).
J Ai
16) Cf. [8], Theorem 2, p. 458.
17) Cf. [8], Theorem 8, p. 467.
18) Cf. [8], p. 456.
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Suppose co*(A)>0. zo'^E' — A', where Ef is a non-polar set each point of
which is polar, and let {£//} be a system of neighbourhoods of zo\
Putting
An= {X
we have
Thus co*(AnQ)>0 for some nQ. Let Fr be a compact neighbourhood of #0' con-
tained in U^Q and
B = {xGAij <p~\F') is thin at *} .
It is known 5 is rf/z,M-measurable19:> (therefore B is rfco-measurable) and AnQdB.
We define a positive harmonic function v
v = I wxdfiu(x)
JB
Rl lcF/) is a potential20^ The fine limit of v is 1 rfw-almost everywhere on B.
This is an easy consequnce of
(5.1)
v(y) = \ XB(x)wx(y)dfiu(x),
J A
fine lim \ XB(x)wx(y)dfiu(x) \ u(y) = XB(x0) dfiu-a.e.y
y-**0 L J A J/
[ fine lim u(y) = 1
where %B is the characteristic function of B on A.
Thus the hypothesis of Theorem 1 is satisfied by
U'Ho,A>-Uio,Zo',F',v and a = 1/2.
Applying Theorem 1 to Ano> we have a positive superharmonic function ^ o n Z
possessing the fine limit +00 at almost all points of AnQ, which contradicts
with (ii) of Theorem 6. Thus the proof is completed.
OSAKA CITY UNIVERSITY
19) Cf. [8], Lemma 2, P. 457.
20) Cf. [8], Corollary to Theorem 1, p. 458.
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